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UCaaS for the
Green Energy
Industry
PanTerra can transform your
communications infrastructure
into a hardened competitive
weapon while maintaining a
green footprint.

BY SIZE
Enterprise

Mid-size

Small

Business Continuity

Call Center

Franchise

Mobile Workforce

Multi-Location

Franchisee

BY FUNCTION
Salesforce Open CTI SmartBand MPLS

TotalCare

MPLS-Connect

Business Analytics

SmartCPE

SmartBand

Reliability

Support

Security

Value Proposition

BY MARKET
Advertising

Construction

Consulting

Education

Entertainment

Finance

Government

Green Energy

Healthcare

Hospitality

Insurance

Legal

Manufacturing

Non-Profit

Real Estate

Retail

Technology

BY PRODUCT
Streams

Skype for Business

Streams Mobile

ConnectMe

AppDesigner

SmartBox

PanTerra Networks is a unified cloud service provider,
delivering its family of secure,
ultra-reliable, future-proof
solution for SMB and Midmarket enterprises. PanTerra includes Streams, its business-class, HIPAA secure,
ultra-reliable, futureproof unified cloud service that can be
deployed world-wide.
Streams includes unified
communications and team
messaging infrastructure with
a next-generation cloud-

based solution and SmartBox, its HIPAA secure, enterprise cloud file storage, sync
& share service.
With PanTerra's unified cloud
service solution, enterprises
gain the highest levels of security, scalability, reliability,
availability, quality of service,
service level agreement and
support available, while significantly lowering their total
cost of operations and IT administration complexities.

By utilizing the latest cloudbased technologies combined
with an ultra-high reliable cloudbased infrastructure and a seasoned 24/7 network operational
center, PanTerra can transform
your communications infrastructure into a hardened competitive
weapon.
A communications solution
that is geo-agnostic. Whether
you and your personnel need to
be in the office or out in the
field, PanTerra gives you the
flexibility to utilize multiple devices – desktop, laptop, tablet
or smartphone. Wherever you
have a browser, you are attached to PanTerra. Whether
you work from your home office
or are required to work from
your clients’ locations, you can
access everything you need –
anytime, anywhere, any device.
Communicating through a variety of mediums. You require
the ability to communicate with
clients and company personnel
via phone, fax, text, instant
messaging, conferencing, etc.
With PanTerra, stay in contact
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Trusted by

with clients in the best way possible. When a critical specification needs immediate changes
before sign-off, when a client
isn’t certain about how to install/
implement a solution, or when
collaboration is required to
make a time sensitive decision PanTerra’s Streams and SmartBox gives you every communication vehicle you would ever
need, and more!
2-Phase Authentication. Each
device is identified via its unique
IP address. To authenticate the
IP address, an email is sent to
the individual user with a verification code, which must be entered for each device where
PanTerra services are used.

Secure Server. In addition,
PanTerra Networks is hosted in
a secure server environment
that uses a firewall and other
advanced technology to prevent
interference or access from outside intruders.

The PanTerra Advantage.
PanTerra can save you over
75% on your current communications costs while providing
all the benefits of cloud-based
Unified Communications, including instant access to services, infinite scalability and
growth, elimination of onpremises hardware and software obsolescence, consistent reliable infrastructure
for multiple locations, remote
users and mobile workforce,
optimized disaster recovery
capability, maximum flexibility
and futureproof continuous
feature upgrades. PanTerra
brings your communications
infrastructure into the 21st
century!

